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About This Game

Taking Valhalla VR
Survival, Base Building, Crafting

Taking Valhalla VR is a survival, building, exploration, and crafting game. Players will have a village in which you are to defend
from attackers that spawn at random times. Build defenses to slow down your enemy. Craft weapons, and arrows to improve

your clan’s survival. You can also build houses to have friendly companions who will help you fight the enemy. Use the viking
long boat to set voyage across an open-world map. Conduct raids to gather more gold and supplies to defend your village from

the next attack.
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Title: Taking Valhalla VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
AVA Gaming
Publisher:
AVA Gaming
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NIVIDIA GTX 970 or Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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It looks like a good game but unfortunately after the first mission is a major bug where you get a Runtime Error. Unplayable
beyond that. They've known about the error for years and still haven't fixed it as of Jan 2017. terribly excited over trying this
game, love indie horror.

full graphics settings, looks brilliant, control is awesome

see a phone, answer, hide in bathroom, chairs get thrown at me but my cat like reflexes allows me to dodge...go in office get the
passcode to the door

get to the door unharmed but notice some black cloud like clumps just around the corner

Face door, go to input the code, mouse will not clock the buttons no matter what I do. 4.5 hours is actually afk left myself
standing there, luckily these demons dont attack if you are away taking care of irl stuff...

restart, get stuck at same part, cannot input door code....

Watched walk through on youtube, Must have been fun, continued to look great throughout.. I installed this game today (release
date) and of course there were a few bugs in the options side of the menu system but as of yet I am unable to launch the single
player mode. When I selected the single player option I was met with an error message that read:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
!Failed to establish context! Couldn't establish context: LoadLevel failed
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

From that point the game crashed at each and every attempt and additionally, when it crashed it somehow changed my PC
resolution from 1920 x 1080 to 1280 x 720. After reading the forums it would appear that I am not the only one who has
encountered this issue. I do understand that early release games do come with it's bugs and glitches but not being able to launch
the game itself is more frustrating and especially when you have to pay for the game even in its early release stage.

There has been no new updates from the Phoenix Studio team so fingers crossed they will very soon because we are all itching
to play this game.

UPDATE 28.03.2015
I have now played the early access and I am in a position to fully review it. I will post an additional review with an
accompanying video in the next hour or so.

UPDATE 28.03.2015 - my full review of Dead Sea and video below! I recorded in 60fps so not sure what the game is running
at. Watch the video minimum of 720p for best visual experience of the game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euAODnHiJC4

Menu interface
It is uncluttered and smooth to use with simplistic options for the player to decide how to play based on their own PC's
performance.

The map
The developer has suggested that it will be an open world game.

Game graphics & performance
I experienced minimal lag or frame drop. The graphics are smooth and the colours are vibrant which is to be expected from a
game made on the Cryengine.

In-game characteristics
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There is quite a bit of detail such as moving clouds and character footprint left behind in the sand and with the addition of being
able to see the your characters legs (blue jeans and boots) clearly I did not think about my attire for my adventures in a hot
place! The Oasis heat gives the landscapes the effect of distortion which is true of deserts IRL.

Soundtrack
Pretty decent in-game background music and in-keeping with the mood of the desert.

In-game effects
When your character is low on HP (health points) your screen accumulates blood which does actually move down the screen
which is another good effect. Your character pants when running for a long period and heart beat are heard when you are dying.

Summary
You pay £3.99 to play the early access and all it will give you in a feel of how the game will look once the developers roll out the
alpha and beta releases. There are no missions as such but just exploration of the world you spawn in. I will watch this game
develop over time and with what I've experienced of it so far I believe it has potential to be a very good game. If they produce a
polished and interesting game then I will certainly pay for and play the full release.

FINAL UPDATE REVIEW VIDEO BELOW - 30.03.2015

NOTE: This is my last update video of Dead Sea so I hope you can take something away from it when deciding whether to
invest in this developer at this early stage of the game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVti66ctt7Q. Played this game in my youth, so happy I found it on steam. Lots of fun,
keeps the brain moving; super nostalgic :)

Great little game!. Hilarious gameplay, amazing voice acting, solid RPG mechanics... what is there not to like about this game?.
Too broken to play. I enjoyed the little while I was able to craft and use items like the axe and knife, managed to build a house,
then I died to a hippo and was not able to play after that, each time I tried to log in, it kept my items but nothing was usable at
that point. Will try again in a few days, see if it gets debugged. I think there is alot of potential for this game and I think it could
be alot of fun.. Got this game on release day after playing a few hours of TGC2 unfortunately this game seems to be an
expensive rehash. the mechanics are clunky and the putting is pretty much guesswork. Yes people with experience of TGC1,2
will be well placed but unfortunately this game is not really accessible.

It's a shame there are no decent golf games out there anymore
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I played the Russians and had no rain till november (Turn 35). No replacements from turn 20 to 30 , then two divisions from 30
- 32, then nothing again till turn 40. The German AI also seemed to ignore any penalties for being out of command range.

 I am not sure what this was supposed to be a simulation of, but it certainly was nothing like the russian experience of the Great
Patriotic war. It was the war hitler dreamed off though, so the AI had a breaze.

. Yeah, it's pretty much the best LEGO game... especially because the characters don't freakin' talk.. I tried to like this game but
is simply bad.
The movement of the main character is horrible, there is low ammo, and the enemies are too strong and fast,
Total dissapointment, Don`t buy it.

Update:

They made a patch for the game, and I'm glad to say they fixed A LOT of issues,, now there are better graphics, the controls are
more responsive but still a little clunky, there is more ammo and health packs, the enemies are not OP, and they added a map
since the first level but you still need a good sense of orientation.

Do I recommend this game now? Maybe, it is much better now, and I was able to complete the game after the patch.

The players could have avoided A LOT of frustration if this patch would have released since the launch date.. Note: 3/10

It is a good proposal but the game doesn't become interesting. His linearity and complete simplicity make it boring a few hours
after first play.. Groovy. If your heart doesn't give out from all the flashing colors and lights your brain just might explode
instead.. I'm normally really not in favor of writing "Recommended" when a game feels more in the middle, but I'm going to say
"Yes" with these things in mind....

Pros
-------
- A good bit of customization in both Bike and Rider.
- Tracks are pretty fun and varied. (There's also a Track Builder, which is cool)
- You can bounce in and out of the different modes really quickly. (Career/Single Event/Compound/Etc)
- There's a career mode. That's a big bonus.
- Nothing is as gratifying as sending an opponent flying off their bike in a turn.
- It's Supercross. Vroom

Cons
---------

- The narrator lines are ♥♥♥♥ing terrible. They are generic as hell, don't have anything to do with your performance or how
the season is progressing. They are also incredibly limited, you're going to hear the same thing a lot.
- The Music is garbage. Just turn it off and thank me later. The track in the trailer is from a super oldschool Freeride video and
that lured me in. The ingame tracks are terrible. So bad.
- All that customization, and it costs a ♥♥♥♥ing red headed step child for every piece. Spokes, Brakes, Rims, Saddle,
Handguards, Handlebars, Exhaust / Goggles, Boots, Helmet, Outfit. They all cost at least 30k SX Credits or much more, you
make about 5k credits a race and bike parts are specific to the bike you're using. It's a slog.
- The AI are terrible - They definitely have their own set of rules and physics.
- Physics are frustrating as hell. Scrubbing is aids and I have yet to find a decent way of pulling the bike back out of it. Just whip
it with the normal steer and lean controls. It works better.

- BUGS: Sounds bugs have been frequent. The most annoying of which is when you get credits from a promotional day and it
just loops the ticking sound.....forever. I have to literally close the game out for it to stop.

- No 2 Strokes. NO TWO STROKES!!!!!!! I don't give a damn what anyone says. Two strokes will forever be Dirt Bikes.

-----------
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There's probably more I could give in the Cons, and maybe some more Pros, but this should give anyone an idea of what they're
buying into. It's not garbage, but I'd really be hesitant to spend full price on this.. I didn't like Choplifter. :-(

However...

I did like coin-op Rescue and ZX Spectrum Krakatoa

I like this. :-)

...and the simplified two-button control system is in favour of those with limited physical capability.

If you keep a couple of immediately accessible time-wasters on hand in your library for short gaming bursts, I can recommend
this.. The best arcade simulator. I hope they keep adding more machines.. I find DnD:Daggerdale a fun game. I've played DnD
table top and it has a lot of same builds. The controls are easy nothing to hard or complex. and at for the price its a steal. The
story line is good and the game play is fun. The only down side is you can't make your own char. You can only pick from a
Mage Halfling, Elf rogue, Human Fighter, and Dwarf Cleric. I wish they would have let you build your own. This game is still
worth play. I recommend it the game not hard so it could dull the game play later on. But it just really sucks you can make your
own Char. That really kills the fun for me.
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